Global Goal #1: No Poverty

Earth Cubs believe in a fair world where everyone has what they need.

Everyone should have a home, clean water and enough food!
Global Goal #2: Zero Hunger

Earth Cubs believe no one should go hungry.

Not all people have enough food to eat.

I will share my ants!
Global Goal #3: **Good Health & Wellbeing**

Earth Cubs believe in healthy body and mind.

I keep healthy by running and eating yummy fruit!
Global Goal #4: **Quality Education**

**Earth Cubs believe that everyone should have the opportunity to learn.**

The more you learn the more you can help yourself and the world around you!
Global Goal #5: **Gender Equality**

**Earth Cubs believe girls and boys are equal and can do anything.**

Boys can love ballet and dancing too you know!

I love playing football.
Global Goal #6: **Clean Water & Sanitation**

Earth Cubs believe everyone should have clean water.

We should all have fresh drinking water! I like mine salty!
Global Goal #7: **Affordable & Clean Energy**

**Earth Cubs believe in clean energy.**

Wind energy is super cool, clean and helps us reduce pollution!
Global Goal #8: **Decent Work & Economic Growth**

**Earth Cubs want to work hard.**

I am working hard to build an ant farm.
Global Goal #9: **Industry, Innovation & Infrastructure**

**Earth Cubs believe in a bright future.**

Let's be smart and invent ways to help the planet!

What's your idea Earth Cubs?
Global Goal #10: Reduced Inequalities

Earth Cubs believe that the world, and everyone in it is equal. Everyone should be given the same chances!
Global Goal #11: **Sustainable Cities & Communities**

Earth Cubs believe in working together to create a sustainable future.

Have a think about the ways you can support your local community.

What can you recycle from your rubbish?!
Global Goal #12: Responsible Consumption & Production

Earth Cubs believe you should only use what you need.
Global Goal #13: **Climate Action**

**Earth Cubs care about climate change.**

Let’s stop climate change and save the planet!

Walk and ride your bike whenever you can!
Global Goal #14: Life Below Water

Earth Cubs look after the seas and everything in it.

Rubbish can end up in our oceans which can hurt my friends.
Global Goal #15: **Life on Land**

**Earth Cubs look after all living things.**

Why not build a bug hotel out of your rubbish?!
Global Goal #16: **Peace, Justice & Strong Institutions**

Earth Cubs want a fair and peaceful world.

We are all different, but all the same. Let's look after each other and make the world a better place!
Global Goal #17: **Partnerships for the Goals**

*Earth Cubs work together.*

Speak to your friends, family and teachers about helping our planet. Together we can make a big difference!